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Seen at the Gary Neal Memorial Big
Bird FlyFly-In. Ron Kelso displayed his
new Giles, a tribute to the late Ray
Wasson, Sr. The orange finish and the
number 007 were Ray’s signatures
back in the days when Ray was racing
cars and the two became friends.
Model has an OS 1.60 glow engine for
power. Ron says it will fly soon.
Photo by Sean Mersh

By Club Prez, Scott Hudson
Let's All Be Safe Out There
It’s hard to believe we're already midway into 2019 with our flying
season in full swing. We’ve already seen seven club events go off
without a hitch. In mid-April our newest event, the Winter Build
Challenge
Maiden Flight
IMAC Contest Report from Sean Mersh
Party, proved once again to be a club favorite!
Followed later that same day with another stellar
potluck and Fun Fly. The Rogue Eagles definitely
know how to put on a potluck. We were then
blessed with amazing weather in early May, and
great club turnout, for three full days of float
flying at Agate Lake. Later in May we weren’t quite
as lucky with the weather at our annual All-Scale
Contest, but that didn’t hinder the smiles by all.
Early June provided another perfect weekend for
the Big Bob Memorial IMAC Contest, which saw
visitors from as far north as Seattle, Eastern
We had ten pilots flying in the 2019 Big Bob Memorial IMAC
Oregon, and Northern California. I’m especially
contest. Our own Justin Bauman flew his first IMAC contest; he
proud when I hear all of the praise our club and
did very well and even won a sequence in round 2 - nice job
members receive from our out-of-town guests,
Justin!! The results were as follows:
and this year was no exception. During that same
Basic:
Advanced:
weekend, members of the Rogue Eagles
1. John Takacs
1. Bill Burgad
supported our club at the Ashland Airport Days.
2. Justin Bauman
2. Sean Mersh
Mid-June brought on our first Pylon Race of the
Intermediate:
Unlimited:
year where we had some of the tightest heats in
1. Jim Spurlock
1. Dave Villwock
recent memory, along with a little “race rubbing”.
2. Scott Hudson
2. John-Paul Takacs
Those knocked out early promised to be back in
3. Jerry Stinson
4. Jim Karmy
the air for more abuse in round two. We finish the
season to date with the Gary Neal Memorial Big
Many thanks to Joe and Ann Geiger for doing a superb job at
Bird. Unfortunately the CD, John Gaines, found
handling the computer scoring software on short notice awesome!! Thanks to Dawn, we were able to enjoy a nice BBQ
himself in the hospital prior to his event. A huge
on Saturday and we all appreciated the attendance of Big Bob's
widow, Linda-Sue!

Welcome to the Rogue Eagles!
We gained three new members this month

Devin Nelson from Grants Pass
Caleb Nelson from Grants Pass
Charles Roush from Medford

thanks to Clark Wolf for stepping up and filling in
for John, who by the way was released and
managed to show up for a bit, much to everyone’s
surprise. It was definitely good to see John there!
Whew… a busy club for sure. With that comes a lot
continues...

...continued

of time and effort by all involved. And for that I would like to personally say “Thank You”. All of these
events come with a lot of responsibility for the club as well. Of course we want the facility to be in
good shape for our members and guests, we want to provide a welcoming environment for all, and
most important we want to make sure everyone is safe. Participants, visitors, and spectators alike.
Our club has a stellar safety record, thanks to the effort of all. With that said, safety is still a topic of
conversation, and one we take very seriously. The hot topics of late have been lipo battery safety, fire
suppression, and electric motor prop strikes. Each one of these topics could be a complete article in
itself, but for now let’s keep it simple and highlight some easy to follow suggestions.
Let’s start with electric motor prop strikes. Unlike a fuel powered engine, an electric motor once
armed can go from zero to 100% in the blink of an eye. Usually that “blink of an eye” happens when
the throttle stick is inadvertently bumped. There are many scenarios that can bump the stick such as
the radio being placed upright and falling over, reaching over your radio to pick something up, or
having it hanging from the strap around your neck. If your motor is armed, any one of these
scenarios can cause havoc as those spinning razor blades come to life. There are a few different ways
to help prevent this. One popular method is using an “arming plug” in
your setup. The arming plug provides an open circuit between your
battery and the speed controller. This allows you to connect your
battery, strap it in place, attach your canopy, and transport your plane
to the flight line, all prior to arming the speed controller and motor.
Once you are ready to fly, simply plug in the arming plug from the
exterior of your plane and wait for the system to arm. This may require
ARMING PLUG
some soldering, cutting, and mounting of the jack onto the fuse, so it
might not be for everyone. Another option is the Safe Start recently
shown and sold by Bruce Tharpe during show and tell. This electronic
device is a smart switch that connects to a receiver channel, disabling
the throttle channel on the receiver until the external mounted button
is depressed by the user, activating the throttle channel and therefore
arming the system. One last method to consider is using a “throttle
cut” feature on your transmitter if it’s supported. I know firsthand that
most model Spektrum transmitters offer this as a built in program
that’s easy to enable. There are various videos on YouTube and some
articles on the web showing this process. I personally use this on all of
my electric models and would be happy to help you set it up in your
SAFE START
radio if needed.
Lipo battery safety is always a hot topic, mostly due to fire risk from improper charging, crash
damage, or shorting of terminals. The primary cause of fire is contact between the lithium and
oxygen in the air, with no other ignition source needed. It’s strongly recommended that you use a
balance charger, setup properly, and always choose “balance mode” if supported. Some chargers will
allow lipos to charge without detecting a balance connection, while others will not. If the charger
does not monitor the balance of each cell, and one cell becomes out of balance and overcharges,
there is then a risk of fire. Always remove the batteries from your aircraft before charging and
monitor the charging process. In the event of battery damage from a crash, carefully move the
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battery to a safe place and monitor it for an hour
or so. Never try to charge a damaged pack.
That brings us to fire safety and suppression.
Myself and the board have spent a fair amount of
time on this topic. The club has always had
chemical fire extinguishers charged, and ready to
go in the pin shed area. More recently there has
been the addition of buckets of sand for use with
battery fires. But after more discussion we came
to realize we didn’t have a good method in place
for a wood/brush fire. As of this writing, we have
2 water extinguishers on the way. Many experts
recommend water extinguishers to control small
brush fires. These extinguishers will provide a
steady stream of water nearly 40’ in distance, with
a constant discharge of just under a minute,
compared to 10 to 25 seconds with the chemical
extinguisher. While the buckets of sand may
prove effective with an isolated battery fire, they
will not if that fire spreads to any area around
them, say in a crash situation. So with the addition
of the water extinguishers, current chemical
extinguishers, and sand buckets, we should be
better prepared. Please though, in any fire
situation, do not put yourself at risk!
See you at the field.

Scott

Like our new pilot stations?
Many thanks to:

Joe Porhammer

Steve Smith

Pat Dillman

Eric Kirby

Sean Mersh

Jess and Pat Walls

Jay Strickland

Joe Geiger

46 YEARS EXPERIENCE

Steve Bull
Dallaire Sportster

A Day for Beautiful
Planes and Big Smiles

Photo by
Rick Lindsey

MAIDEN FLIGHT PARTY - APRIL 13, 2019
Ben Musolf

Jack Shaffer

Simplex 60

Moonraker

Photo by
Pat Dulap

Photo by
Sharon Diaz

Bruce Tharpe
Winter Wing

Photo by
Sharon Diaz

Mort Sullivan

MAIDEN FLIGHT PARTY

Super Sinbad

Joe Porhammer
Comet
Photo by
Pat Dulap

Phil Baehne

Photo by
Sharon Diaz

Bleriot

Scott Hudson

Photo by
Pat Dulap

RAF FE2b

Larry Myers
Ultimate Bipe

Photo by
Rick Lindsey

Larry Miller (L)
Smoothie

Photo by
Sharon Diaz

For a well-written recap of the event and more photos by
Rick Lindsey, please visit regaleagles.org

Photo by
Pat Dulap

ROGUE EAGLES WINTER BUILD CHALLENGE
~ Final List of Projects ~



Builder

Project

Starting Point

Observations and Comments

Dennis Detloff

Four-Star 120

Sig Kit

Plane was ready, but Dennis was ill that day. Has since flown successfully.

Phil Baehne

B-36 Bomber

Old CL Plans

Ambitious as always. First plan was for six .25s, then twin .46s. Didn’t make it.

Jess Walls
Jess Walls

Zipper (Small)
Zipper (Larger)

BMJR Kit
P & W Model Kit

Used a unique elevator system. Made three attempts, improved each time.
Same basic model, different sizes. Don’t think Jess even started this one...

Don Harris

Stearman

Sterling Kit

Model was finished, lots of Facebook updates, but he didn’t make it to the party.

Rick Lindsey

Christen Husky

Byron Kit

Big project, started by Don Harris, passed through many hands. Flew great!

Winter Wing
Eagle 2

Original Design
Goldberg Kit

Plank-style flying wing, 140” wing span, electric. Used takeoff dolly. Pretty in air.
Rod said, “Not a huge challenge.” Good flyer had a no-drama maiden.

Das Little Stik

Midwest Kit

Converted to electric. Classic vintage design. Better make it to the VRCS Fly-In!

Bruce Tharpe
 Rod Elledge



Joe Geiger

Alan Littlewood Schneider Sport

Stream, Inc. Plans Alan hit some roadblocks. but the model is finished now and is spectacular.



Larry Myers

Ultimate Bipe

Sig Kit

Started years ago by Jim Dukes. John Parks did test flight - straight up on takeoff.



Larry Myers

Peashooter

Coverite Kit

Balky Saito took some coaxing, but finally flew while everyone was eating lunch.

Jack Shaffer
 Ben Musolf

Moonraker
Simplex 60

Balsa USA Kit
Plans

Jack says kit took a lot of effort. Sedate test flight by Jay Strickland. VIDEO
The OS .26 four-stroke engine ran great; sounded great. Perfect for this old-timer.





Scott Hudson
Steve Bull

RAF FE2b
Short Kit
Masterfully-built WW1-era pusher biplane. Flew, but succumbed to control issues.
Dallaire Sportster Shive Spcialts Kit Classic free-flight design from 1938. Flew like a dream. Open rocker O.S. .60 4C.

Dennis White
 Paul Starks

Astro-Hog
Playboy Sr.

Sig Kit
Plans

Said he was going to kit bash into something different, but didn’t quite finish.
Electric-powered floater - with floats. Used tiny wheels in the floats for ground ops.

Doug McKee
Pete ’n Poke
 Babe Caltabiano Skylark

Great Planes Kit
Goldberg Plans

60” Parasol wing, similar to a Peitenpol. No troubles during the test flight.
Babe’s an experienced pylon racer, so his test flight featured hard left turns.




Larry Miller
 Mort Sullivan

Smoothie
Super Sinbad

Balsa USA Kit
Hangar One Kit

Larry credits the WBC as the inspiration he needed to start building again,
Gorgeous vintage sailplane. Mort added electric motor, folding prop.

Jay Strickland
 Phil Baehne

Dodgger
Taube 40

Direct Conn. Kit
Balsa USA Plans

So fast a chunk of the 30-year-old film covering blew off the wing.
Phil’s entry #2 actually made it to the party and flew well! Test pilot was Alex S.

Joe Porhammer Comet
Rod Elledge
Stinger 60

Old School Kit
Lanier RC Kit

Delta wing model. Electric power. Flown capably by Rick Lindsey. VIDEO
Ron’s second WBC entry. Could have finished, but lost interest in this one.

Steve Schooler
Don Harris

Balsa USA Kit
Dynaflite Kit

Made great progress, but a scheduling conflict kept him away from the event.
WBC entry #2 for Don. Distractions and other projects kept him from completion.




Tipsy Nipper
Chipmunk

Dale Benson
Super Decathlon Dynaflite Kit
Dale McCuistion Spirit of St. Louis MK Kit

Have not heard from Dale since he entered the WBC, not sure if plane is built.
Big project, busy guy, entered a little late. Try a simpler project next Winter.

Phil Beahne

Own Design

Phil’s entry #3 was finished, but needed some last-minute attention.

Balsa USA KIt

Another last-minute entry just ran out of time.

1909 Bleriot

Richard Pekarek 1/4-Scale Cub


These projects all made a successful flight of at least a lap around the field and a landing.

From Ye Olde Editor - I am so proud that
our club has a good number of traditional
modelers who still like to build their own
planes. That’s nothing against the non-

builders out there - not everybody has the
time or space. But for the ones who do,
it’s satisfying to know we are helping to
keep the building tradition alive. The

Maiden Flight Party was truly something
to behold. Enjoy some of the highlights
with this VIDEO RECAP by our club friends
from Shelton, WA, Sharon and Jody Diaz.

Agate Lake Float Fly 2019

Above: Does the club have a favorite new seaplane? A swarm of these Hobby King Skippers kept the lake churning all weekend.
The Hobby King website says the Skipper is ”the most fun plane ever.” Hmm, good to know. Happy Skipper pilots from left to
right: Paul Starks, Rick Lindsey, Ron Kelso, John Parks, Jerry Stinson, Calvin Emigh, and Scott Hudson. Scott painted his to match
the turbine model he is working on. Made it faster! Below Left: Cliff Sands’ single-float Astro-Hog is a veteran of numerous float
flys. Right: The E-flite 84” Carbon-Z Cessna 150 makes an
excellent float plane. There were a couple at the event.

Photo by
Pat Dunlap
Below Left: A new trend emerged this year; the most active pilots set up their rows of pop-up shades right down by the water.
Makes a lot of sense! This was an exciting, busy area throughout the event. Many thanks to CD Larry Myers who kept everything
running smoothly, and the club members who cleaned up, weedwacked, and mowed the facility a week earlier.

Photo by
Pat Dunlap

Above: Club Prez Scott Hudson fitted his trusty Legacy Aviation
Turbo Duster with floats. Now flies amazingly well off land or
water. Electric Power. Scott has planes for every club event! 

FOR SALE - TWO COMPLETE MODELS FROM
DON HARRIS
PBN CATALINA
CURTISS JENNY

$1500

$500

From Don: “I just completed this monster after over a year and a half. Estimated 5-600 hours. Of course the build challenge
Stearman and a little Neuport 17 interrupted my build schedule. I’m putting this big PBN out for sale as it’s just too big for me.
Quite pleased with the end result. 108” three-piece wing and built up from a G&P fuse and foam cores. I powered it with 2 E-60
electric motors and two 100 Amp ESCs. Includes two 5,000 MAh six-cell batteries. All name brand servos and E- Flite 90-120
electric retracts on the tip floats. The PBN didn’t have wheels and the under-boat hull was extended slightly on the real thing as
is on the model. I installed the little oleo strutted wheels that come off for flying that do simulate the plug in units that were
used for haul-out on the full scale aircraft. Would very much appreciate your putting this in your newsletter For Sale section if
possible. I am asking $1,500 and will deliver to your area.
“I also have a highly detail little 60” Curtiss JN-4 Jenny that is available for $500. Built it from a kit (Aerodrome) that was out
about 25-30 years ago. I flew it once and hung it up. Powered with OS .52 four-stroke.”

Contact Don Harris 541-661-7032 (leave message) -or- seafly3@me.com

ALL-SCALE CONTEST
MINI EVENT REPORT BY YE OLDE EDITOR

WWI
1ST
2ND

M Sherman
M Sherman

WWII
1ST
2ND
3RD

Clark Wolf
B Caltabiano
R Schwegerl

CIVILIAN
1ST
2ND
3RD

A Littlewood
Ron Kelso
Bruce Tharpe

OTHER CATEGORY
Alan Littlewood debuted his magnificent and
speedy Schneider 1.20. It’s the second one he has
built from plans. Crowd favorite!
In other news, John Gaines (The event CD) is
currently recovering from bypass surgery. Get
well soon John, the club is praying for you.

1ST
2ND
3RD

Paul Starks
Larry Cogdell
R Josephson

Paul Starks finally flew his EDF U-2. He made
it’s first and only flight before the judging. See
the VIDEO. He placed some of the remains in
the judging corral and came away with a firstplace award! How great is this hobby?
(This method of winning awards is not endorsed
or recommended by the Rogue Eagles RC Club.)

BEST OF SHOW - PILOT’S CHOICE - Alan Littlewood
BEST OF SHOW - CD AWARD - Clark Wolf

Landings

Observations and Advice
by Jess Walls

What is the hardest maneuver of any
flight?
Did you just say LANDING? You and I
agree. Maybe the title gave you a
hint.
Which maneuver do you practice the
most often during a flight? I'll bet you
didn't say landing, did you. Why not?
It is the most important maneuver
with the most people watching! I’ll
bet 90% of airplane damage occurs
after we decide to land. Most of the
sky is too soft to damage our planes.

Having the airplane too far away
when we make the turn onto final
means that orientation will be
compromised. You might be able to
see the airplane pretty well on down
wind and base leg, but when you
turn final the nice silhouette you had
turns into a head-on view where the
plane is barely visible. Think about it.

What about final approach?

That is just a way to fill the time
between the turn onto final and
touch down on your spot. Really. By
this time a good landing should not
be in question. If it doesn’t feel right,
then maybe it is time to do a low fly
by and try setting up again. Making
corrections on final usually results in
emergency maneuvers and a bad
outcome is likely. A good pattern
Where should you turn base leg?
with the proper descent rate
Depends on the airplane and wind
established on base leg means a
that day. I try to fly downwind at an good landing is almost guaranteed.
altitude and distance from the
Let the airplane fly itself and don't
runway such that if the engine quits I over control. Concentrate on
can glide to the runway. That can be steering with rudder, keep the wings
high and wide, or close and low.
level. Flare gently so your airplane is
Depends on the airplane and wind. A flying level 2 inches off the ground.
big, heavy, draggy, biplane will
Hold it there and wait for the speed
naturally be flown higher and closer to bleed off.
than an aerodynamically clean glider
If your airplane turns into a kangaroo
or racer. At some point you will have
on the ground the most likely cause
to turn towards the runway to stay
is too much airspeed at touchdown.
within gliding distance of your spot,
that's when you make the turn onto
base leg.

Not a very precise answer, is it?
Sorry, too many variables for a
Air Force base legs are generally 90
simple answer. The actual answer
degree turns towards the runway
changes with every flight, and is only
followed by another 90 degree turn.
refined with lots of practice. The
That lines you up with the runway
TLAR technique is used here (That
and puts you on final approach. Navy
Looks About Right). Our
guys tend to do big gradual 180
subconscious landing computer will
degree turns so that the pilot can
The airplane was forced onto the
take over, listen to it!
keep the carrier deck in sight the
ground. It still had enough speed to
Base leg is also where I adjust my
whole time. Makes sense, right?
fly and wants to keep flying, so it
descent and power. I can watch how bounces. If you try to save it you will
Either way works. So does a 360
the airplane is descending and can
probably get a take off – stall –
degree overhead pattern, or
judge its speed fairly accurately. This bounce – take off – stall – bounce,
anything else, it's just harder that
stage is most critical to ensure that
etc, like a kangaroo, until the plane
way.
we are going to make our touch
finally runs out of speed and energy
The only poor choice for us model
down spot.
or the landing gear fails. Carefully
guys is the long straight in approach.
How do the big guys do it?

continues...

Landings

...continued

adding power and doing a go around
might be a better choice.
Wind can help you land shorter. But
it can also make it seem like your
airplane is going too slowly. So you
add power and fly faster until it looks
right. And you get the kangaroo
bounce. AIR speed is what is
important, not ground speed. A good
pattern and patience will help
prevent kangaroo landings.

third stripe past the east side limit
line. Directly in front of yourself. East
side limit line. Anything is OK, but
pick a specific spot. Don't get lazy.
And always in the center of the
runway. Practice low passes and
touch and goes. Our runway is 600
by 60, there is no reason not to land
on it. (Well, there is one good
reason... If you are flying a glider or
airplane without landing gear and
you have chosen to land on the
orange field turf runway. Good
choice! It is also good for
taildraggers. And really good for
WWI biplanes with skids instead of
tailwheels.)

If I am landing and my airplane is still
in the air as it passes me, I have
surely missed my spot and it is time
for a go-around. Going around is an
About our Field Turf runway. To use
under used maneuver, much better
this runway you would fly the same
than forcing a landing.
pattern that you normally would,
Touch down spot. It has been
with final approach right down the
mentioned several times. You do pick center of the runway. When you
a spot every time, right? You don't
reach the west limit line (taxiway)
just settle for somewhere on the
jog to the left (south) and land on
runway, do you? Practice precision
the turf. A slightly modified pattern
spot landings every flight! Don’t be
with a shorter base leg and fly final at
lazy. Re-read the opening paragraph. an angle toward the turf runway
Why that spot? The touch down spot would also work. In either case you
should be standing at the western
I choose depends on the roll out
distance of my airplane. Most of my most pilot station and never fly over
any station.
airplanes are fairly light weight and
don't roll more than 20 feet after a
throttle off touch down. So I try to
land almost in front of myself. If I am
flying a faster, heavier airplane that
plan won't work so well. In the case
of an airplane that might take half
the runway to coast to a stop, I
would stand at the eastern most
pilot station and try to land within
the first 100 feet of the runway.
My point is, pick a SPOT! Maybe the

If you are flying a glider you probably
have spoilers or flaps and your
pattern will look about the same as
for a light weight power model.
If you are flying a powered glider, or
an old timer/converted free flight
model, you might not have glide path
controls and will probably have to
make a very low pattern. Why?
Because your plane would float to
the end of the runway if you cross

the runway threshold at 20 feet of
altitude! Low is OK, remember you
have a motor, you can add power to
maintain 3-5 feet of altitude until you
get to the west taxiway and can
make your 10 foot jog to the turf.
Yes, it takes practice.
Resist the temptation to dive in
order to lose altitude! Mostly what
you will achieve is added speed and
an extended float or kangaroo
landing. Control your speed by
keeping a constant attitude, control
altitude with throttle. Actually, flying
more slowly will steepen your
approach more effectively. You just
have to be patient. Not sure what I
mean by attitude? Ask me sometime.
Very important.
My final advice is – relax, be patient,
don't hurry the landing, let the
airplane fly itself. You did trim it for
hands off level flight, right? Give
yourself time to set up a nice stable
approach. Do NOT fly a pattern
where you are making “saves” all the
way down.
Good landings must be planned, and
practiced!
Jess Walls

Club Info Page
For information about the club, how to
join, past newsletters, photos, and
much more, please visit the Rogue
Eagles website.
www.rogue-eagles.org

Officers and Staff
Click on any name to send email

President
Scott Hudson 541-291-6477
Vice President
John Gaines 541-951-1947
Secretary
Eric Kirby 707-483-0464
Treasurer
Joe Geiger 541-500-8345

The next three General Membership
Meetings are scheduled for
Tuesday 7pm, July 9, 2019
Tuesday 7pm, August 13, 2019
Tuesday 7pm, September 10, 2019

Click here for directions

Board Members at Large
Sean Mersh 541-890-3087
Jerry Stinson 541-778-7113
John Buford 541-879-0436

National Model Aviation Day (Mall
Show),
John
August 10 Larry Cogdell 541-840-1514
Gaines

Safety Coordinator
Jay Strickland 541-830-7976

Vintage RC Society NW Fly-In, August 30-31
Bruce Tharpe 541-582-1708

Event Coordinator
Sean Mersh 541-890-3087

Vintage Endurance Event, August 30-31
Jess Walls 707-845-2833
Steve
BullContest, September 20-22
NSRCA Pattern
Sean Mersh 541-890-3087

Webmaster
Sean Mersh 541-890-3087
Chief Flight Instructor
Jess Walls 707-845-2833

Remember this
version of F-86?

Richard
Josephson

at the Central Point Senior Center,
123 N 2nd Street in Central Point.

Some Upcoming Events

Public Relations
Larry Cogdell 541-840-1514

Ron
Kelso

Meeting Information

Membership Coordinator
Jess Walls 707-845-283

Newsletter Editor
Bruce Tharpe 541-582-1708

Seen Out and About

Rogue Eagles Air Show, August 24-25
Larry Myers 541-770-3390 before 7:30pm

Clark
Wolf

Photo by Raoul Salem

VINTAGE RADIO CONTROL SOCIETY

NORTHWEST FLY-IN • • • AUGUST 30 & 31
A Friday/Saturday Event
Agate Skyways • • • Medford, Oregon
Open Flying for ANY model that was designed,
published, kitted, or flown in 1983 or earlier
Free Registration! Bring as Many Models as You Like
Free Coffee, Donuts, Snacks, and Sodas
OPTIONAL PATTERN
EVENTS - CLASS II & III
Earn extra raffle tickets for each
attempt. Two flights; best one
counts. You don’t have to compete,
but if you plan to enter, here are the
maneuver sequences to practice
Class II (R/E/T)

Class III (R/E/A/T)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Takeoff
Straight Flight Out
Procedure Turn
Straight Return
Stall Turn
Three Barrel Rolls
Three Inside Loops
Immelmann Turn
Split “S”
Rolling 8
Three Turn Spin
Touch and Go
Landing Pattern
Landing

Takeoff
Stall Turn
Three Inside Loops
Three Axial Rolls
Immelmann Turn
Reverse Cuban 8
Rolling 8
Inverted Pass
One outside Loop
Split “S”
Three Turn Spin
Touch and Go
Landing Pattern
Landing

Free Pilots Only Raffle - Earn Tickets by Flying
Awards & Prizes for Pilot’s Choice & Vintage Spirit
SAM R/C Assist Models are Welcome
Special Old-Timer Endurance Event

10TH ANNUAL
VRCS FLY-IN
For More Info,
Please Contact
Bruce Tharpe
541-582-1708
or visit
rogue-eagles.org

AMA Chapter 534

Old Timer Endurance
(Must be registered for the VRCS event)
Any “Pioneer” era airplane as defined by VRCS is allowed.
This event is intended for “Old Timer” type planes however. Old timer means
Free Flight designs produced before 1955.
NO! This is not an AMA Rule Book event. It is a fun event for old timers.
The event rules are simple.
#1. Launch (hand or ROG), climb for 30 seconds, shut off motor/engine.
#2. Trim for hands off flight (find a thermal) for 30 seconds.
#3. Put transmitter on a table and step back.
#4. Time stops if you pick up your transmitter, restart the motor, land, or you
achieve the “Max” time for that round. Flights with a landing outside field
boundaries get scored zero. Landings may be judged for bonus points.
#4A. Time can start again when you put the transmitter back down (without
using the engine!).
#5. Round target times will be 7 minutes, including climb and trim time. We
will announce the start of each round and all fliers will have 15 minutes to
complete their flights.
#6. CD may adjust rules for safety (planes & people) at his discretion.
Fliers should have their own timers. The honor system is in effect.
We will fly 3 rounds.
If we have multiple fliers achieving Maxes we may shorten the climb time.
The idea is to simulate a free flight flight without the chase usually required.
And since this is a VRCS event, it should be a relaxed flight as well. Don’t risk
your airplane to achieve a high score!

AMA membership required.
Rogue Eagles membership is NOT required.
Contact:
Jess Walls

(707) 845-2833

jesswalls@ymail.com

